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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we propose a top-down power and performance
estimation methodology for heterogeneous multiprocessor
systems-on-chip. The proposed approach is applicable at
the Electronic System Level (ESL). Thus, power and perfor-
mance estimation can be applied in very early design phases.
By strictly separating the system functionality from its archi-
tecture, different design options can be assessed with minimal
effort. Moreover, the simulation-based approach permits to
evaluate the effects of dynamic power management, even at
this level of abstraction. A case study from the multime-
dia domain is used to show the efficiency of the proposed
methodology.

Index Terms— System-Level Modeling, Power and Per-
formance Evaluation, Simulation, SystemC

1. INTRODUCTION

Multiprocessor systems-on-chips (MPSoCs) are becoming
more and more the important implementation platform for
computationally intensive applications, e.g., multimedia or
network processing. As heterogeneous MPSoCs are mainly
designed for a given set of applications, their advantage lies in
low power dissipation due to a lower clock frequency but still
high computational power by exploiting the parallelism pro-
vided by the architecture. However, power and performance
estimation for such architectures is a challenging task. On
the one hand, building prototypes for measurements is costly
and time-consuming and analytical or statistical methods are
often too pessimistic leading to over-constrained designs.

Power and performance numbers are crucial design pa-
rameters, especially in the design of mobile platforms. Thus,
novel estimation techniques are required at high levels of ab-
straction, hence being available in early design phases. In
recent years, virtual prototyping has been proposed in order
to estimate software code performance with good accuracy
and reasonable runtime. But for using virtual prototyping
tools most of the software implementation already has to be
done, limiting its usefulness in early design phases.

This work was supported in part by the Project PowerEval
(funded by Bayerisches Wirtschaftsministerium, support code
IUK314/001).

Many high level power estimation approaches are pro-
moted in literature. For digital design, mostly bottom-up
approaches are applied by incrementing the abstraction level
from well known techniques. Typically these approaches re-
quire much implementation details like RTL models, ISS sim-
ulation models, or transaction level models. More abstract
approaches typically are based on analytical models. E.g.
modeling power state machines for hardware components al-
lows for deriving minimum and maximum bounds for power
dissipation by analyzing the state space. Other prominent
analytical approaches are based on spreadsheet calculations
often used in the design phase. Here, activity of components
and applications is abstracted to characterizing numbers in
order to estimate power consumption by formula. Such ap-
proaches abstract many dynamic effects to average numbers
and are applicable when limiting the analysis to few use cases.

Our work applies a top-down approach by combining
model-based design and spreadsheet power models: Simi-
lar configuration data as spreadsheet models is added to a
model-based power and performance simulation. Thereby,
dynamic effects like power state switching (frequency and
voltage scaling) can be simulated. Furthermore, dynamic be-
havior of applications can be modeled by functional SystemC
simulation models by applying model-based design. These
models can be very abstract covering simple activity profiles
or may include more detailed functional code. For the later
case, dynamic behavior like data-dependent control flow can
be modeled without adding to much implementation details.

We do not expect very accurate performance estimations
by applying the presented approach. But our approach tar-
gets the design phase and is expected to provide relative fig-
ures for comparing different design options. For more precise
estimations, very accurate techniques exist but require a lot
of implementation details. In summary our approach has the
following advantages:

• Estimations can be done in very early design phases,
even if no functional source code of the application is
available.

• Different design options can be assessed with minimal
effort, i.e., changing a single configuration file only.

• Effects from dynamic power management are taken into
account.

• Configurable simulation models allow for fast power
and performance analysis.
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Fig. 1. Methodology overview: Given an MPSoC platform
model, a SystemC model of the applications, and a mapping
constraint file, a System-level Power and Performance Model
is generated automatically. Power and performance estima-
tion is done by simulation.

The proposed methodology is open to incremental refinement,
giving the opportunity for integration into existing design
flows.

Figure 1 shows an overview of the proposed methodology.
Following the Y-chart approach [1], a special focus is put on
the separation of functionality and architecture. The func-
tionality is given by a set of applications modeled as actor-
oriented design in SystemC [2] by the designer. Additional
platform applications may be modeled also, e.g., modeling
the software provided by the platform vendor. Especially,
firmware threads like periodic wireless network monitoring
daemons contribute to the MPSoC’s resource utilization and,
thus, influence the overall performance. In contrast to the
functional model, the architecture model is composed by Vir-
tual Processing Components written in SystemC [3]. These
components represent the processing and interconnection re-
sources of the heterogeneous MPSoC platform and provides
a technical basis for implementing the functionality. Finally,
a mapping constraint file assigns actors of the applications to
the components of the MPSoC platform. Given this informa-
tion, a System-level Power and Performance Model (SPPM) is
generated automatically. As the SPPM is implemented using
SystemC, power and performance numbers can be estimated
by analyzing simulation traces. By changing the mapping
constraint file, different design options can easily be explored.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Re-
lated work is discussed in Section 2. In Section 3 the input
for automatically generating the SPPM is discussed. In Sec-
tion 4 the simulation-based power and performance estima-
tion is described. Section 5 presents results from applying the
proposed methodology to a multimedia application mapped
onto state-of-the-art cell phone platforms. Conclusions are
given in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK

Approaches for power and performance modeling of embed-
ded systems exist at several levels of abstraction, namely
layout level, cycle-accurate register transfer level [4, 5], in-

struction level [6, 7, 8], cycle-accurate transaction level [9],
approximately-timed transaction level [10, 11]1, application
level [12], etc. Some of them also consider effects of dynamic
power management (Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scal-
ing), as reported in [13]. Often a bottom-up abstraction is
done, where abstract power and performance models are de-
rived from existing detailed models or real implementations.
Due to incremental abstractions, a hierarchy of power mod-
els [14] is defined, trading accuracy and efficiency in power
estimation.

At the Electronic System Level, the following modeling
approaches have been explored: Spreadsheet models, e.g.,
in [15], where power dissipation is obtained from data sheets
and cumulated for all components. Power state machine mod-
els [16], where power dissipation of components are mod-
eled for steady states and state transitions. In this approach,
functionality of components is abstracted as much as possi-
ble. Power estimation using power state machines can be
simulation-based [16] or analytical [17] by building the prod-
uct power state machine of all components in a system. Such
an analytical model can provide a maximum and minimum
bound of power dissipation. Simulation-based approaches
typically estimate power dissipation for use cases or workload
scenarios. Especially SystemC-based simulation approaches
are reported in [18, 19]. API power hooks are used in [18]
for the integration of power models to SystemC performance
models. An aspect-oriented methodology that avoids API
calls is used in [19] to integrate power models in functional
SystemC models.

Activity driven or rate-based power models, where the
power model is driven by activity data from a performance
model can be found in [20, 21]. The former makes use of
a system simulator and combines the simulation perfomance
counters and operating conditions, such as voltage and fre-
quencies, for power estimation. The later proposes the use
of “event signatures“, that encapsulate machine instructions
plus some microarchitecture data derived from a instruction
set simulation and abstracted away to be fed into the power
model for better estimations.

Beside power modeling, many new approaches in perfor-
mance modeling have been proposed, e.g., [22, 23, 3]. They
show many similarities to our proposed performance estima-
tion methodology, but do not consider power estimation.

Our approach focuses on modeling of power dissipation at
the Electronic System Level as well, but in contrast, our ap-
proach allows for power and performance evaluation of archi-
tecture variants by separating functionality and architecture.
The application model is mapped to platform models, which
include power models. Via configuration files, different vari-
ants can be evaluated by only changing the mappings between
functionality and architecture, while no further changes in the
functional model are required. Sophisticated scheduling and
arbitration policies allows for modeling of software tasks run-
ning on processors and communication across shared media.
The abstraction level for our power and performance simu-
lation corresponds to approximately-timed transaction level,
as in [10, 11]. Being a top-down approach, it differentiates
from other activity driven approaches where abstractions are
introduced in a bottom-up fashion. Resource contention can

1The presented approaches refer to the programmers view with
timing term which corresponds to the approximately-timed coding
style in the actual TLM 2.0 standard.
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be handled for communication and computation. Further-
more, we adopted the notation of power state machines [16]
by using a generic power state machine for each component
of the MPSoC platform. The power dissipation for compo-
nents in the architecture model can be configured from data
sheets as in [15] or even from more detailed models or ex-
isting platforms. Finally, we support modeling of dynamic
power switching as reported in [13]. For rapid design space
exploration, different design options can easily be evaluated
by configuring the mapping of the application model to the
architecture model as reported in [3]. As a consequence, our
system-level approaches can be used for a power-aware top-
down design of embedded systems.

3. MODELING

In this section, we discuss the required input to generate the
System-level Power and Performance Model (SPPM) in order
to perform a power and performance estimation. As we use
SystemC as the back-bone simulator, this input is required
to elaborate the simulation model, consisting of a platform
model, an application model, mapping constraints, and trans-
action routings.

3.1. Characterizing the MPSoC platform

The MPSoC platform is modeled by a set of components
representing microcontrollers, DSPs, hardware accelerators,
memories, and buses. Each component is characterized by
a scheduler required to resolve resource contention and three
different execution modes, namely IDLE, STALL, and EXEC.
With each execution mode a power dissipation is associated.
IDLE represents the mode where the component has no as-
signed actor to be executed, i.e. the running list of a potential
scheduler is empty. In the EXEC mode the component is as-
sumed to execute an actor ready for execution, whereas in
the STALL mode a ready actor is assigned to the component
but required input data still has to be transported to this
particular component or a result has to be written back to
memory, i.e., a memory access has been initiated. Note that
for components which cannot initiate memory transactions,
the STALL mode can be omitted.

In order to model the influence of dynamic power manage-
ment techniques, several so called power states, e.g., specified
by different voltages and frequencies, can be associated with
each component. Without loss of generality, we assume in the
following that two different power states (FAST, SLOW) are
associated with each component. Each power state is char-
acterized with the three above mentioned execution modes.
Moreover, a transfer delay is specified for each power state
of each component. This transfer delay is the time needed to
transport a single byte of data from one connected component
to another.

Finally, if the component has specified more than one
power state, a so called governor is needed to select the proper
power state at runtime. In this paper, we just consider a very
simple governor algorithm, selecting the power state accord-
ing to a component’s load. The load of a component is cal-
culated over a user specified time window. The power state
selection is controlled by a hysteresis with a lower and an
upper threshold.

DSPProcMem1 Mem2

ProcBus

DSPBus

AudioFE

Fig. 2. An MPSoC platform that consists of a processor, a
DSP, a hardware accelerator, and two memories and buses.

An example of an MPSoC platform is given in Figure 2.
The platform characterization is done using an XML file. A
part of this XML file is shown below:

<platform >
<component name="Proc">

<scheduler type="FCFS"/>
<power value="FAST">

<idle value="0.04 mW"/>
<stall value="0.27 mW"/>
<exec value="1.00 mW"/>
<transfer value="0.83 ns"/>

</power>
<power value="SLOW">

<idle value="0.01 mW"/>
<stall value="0.05 mW"/>
<exec value="0.17 mW"/>
<transfer value="3.33 ns"/>

</power>
<governor >

<window value="10 ms"/>
<high value="70%"/>
<low value="20%"/>

</governor >
</component >
<component name="ProcBus">

...
</platform >

Within the platform tag, the processing components and
the interconnection components of the MPSoC platform are
defined. In the above listing only a single processor Proc
is specified with a First Come First Served (FCFS) schedul-
ing policy and two distinguished power states FAST and SLOW.
For each component and each power state the three execution
modes are configured with power dissipation values in mW.
Furthermore, the transfer delay is specified per component
and power state. Other components of the platform including
hardware accelerator, buses, and memories are characterized
in a similar way. The power dissipation numbers can be esti-
mated by power estimation tools at lower levels [24, 12] or by
measurements carried out on existing platforms. The mea-
surements usually need to be done under multiple test sce-
narios designed for this purpose. The test scenarios should be
designed such that the power consumption of a major compo-
nent can be derived or extrapolated from the measurements
performed at different frequencies and/or voltages.

3.2. Application Modeling

To allow power and performance estimation, the user has to
specify the set of applications. In the proposed methodology,
each application must be written in actor-oriented style using
SystemC. The concepts of actor-oriented design [25, 26] guar-
antee that the functionality is defined in a way such that it
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Fig. 3. The actor-oriented design models an MP3 decoding
application. Actors are specified by finite state machines and
actions. Communication between actors is done via queues
with FIFO semantics.

is independent from the actual mapping to an MPSoC plat-
form. Actors form atomic units with clearly defined execution
and communication rules and each actor needs to be mapped
to exactly one component in the MPSoC platform. Thus,
actors define the granularity for potential hardware/software
partitionings.

For the proposed methodology, a SystemC library [2] for
actor oriented design is used. The library provides special
channels for inter-actor communication and a C++ syntax to
specify the behavior of actors in a unique way. Channels are
queues with FIFO semantics allowing to read/write and con-
sume/produce data in a first in first out discipline. Actors are
restricted to communicate through dedicated channels only.

An example of an actor-oriented model of an MP3 decod-
ing is given in Figure 3: The application is modeled by a chain
of actors. The first actor (PreProc) does the preprocessing,
i.e., parsing the MP3 input stream and extracting important
information, e.g., compression rate. Audio samples provided
by the preprocessing are decoded by the MP3 decoding actor
(MP3Dec). The decoded audio samples are post processed
by the PostProc actor performing for example equalizing and
front end adaption. Finally, the PlayBack actor performs the
actual playback of the audio samples.

The control behavior of an actor is specified using a finite
state machine. Each state represents a start or end point for
communication of the actor. State transitions are annotated
by a so called guard and a so called action (separated by a
/). This shows some similarities to the rule-based model of
computation for SystemC proposed in [27] which is based on
the idea of guarded atomic actions [28]. If a guard evaluates
to true, the associated action is performed and the end state
of the corresponding state transition is entered.

For example the finite state maschine of the MP3Dec ac-
tor is shown in Figure 3. The actor starts in state s0. Guard
g0 checks if new input data is available. If g0 is satisfied,
action a0 reads a frame of an encoded sample and the actor
changes to state s1. In this state, guard g1 tests if the entire
sample is decoded. If not, a chunk of data will be decoded
by a1. Otherwise, the actor will return to its initial state s0.
Note that the number of loops in state s1 depends on the
content and compression rate of the MP3 sample.

If the power and performance estimation should take dif-
ferent applications into account, these applications can be
specified in a similar way. Next, it will be discussed how to
map a given set of applications to an MPSoC platform.

3.3. Setting the Mapping Constraints

Mapping constraints are specified again within an XML con-
figuration file. An example fraction of the XML file is shown
below:

<mappings >
<mapping actor="MP3Dec" component="Proc">
<delay mode="FAST" name="g0" value="100 us"/>
<delay mode="SLOW" name="g0" value="300 us"/>
<delay mode="FAST" name="g1" value="100 us"/>
<delay mode="SLOW" name="g1" value="300 us"/>
...

</mapping >
...

</mappings >
<topology >

<route src="c0" snk="MP3Dec">
<hop name="Mem1"/>
<hop name="ProcBus"/>
<hop name="Proc"/>

</route>
...

</topology >

Within this file, two pieces of information have to be pro-
vided, the actor and channel mapping, as well as the transac-
tion routing. For each actor and channel the mapping speci-
fies the component the actor or channel is bound to. Beside
this, estimated computation times for executing an actor’s
guard or action on the specified component are annotated to
the mapping information.

It can be seen that actor MP3Dec is bound onto compo-
nent Proc. In this configuration, computing guard g0 and g1
requires each 100µs when assuming component Proc being in
FAST power state. In SLOW power state, the computation
times increase by a factor of three. Beside the guard com-
putation times, the action computation times in each power
state are specified too.

The transaction routing, on the other hand, defines the
routes for each actor/channel and channel/actor connection.
Typically, the actor is bound to a computation resource and
the channel is mapped to a memory component, i.e., the route
defines the components required for handling a memory ac-
cess. For each token communicated between actors corre-
sponding write and read operations to the connecting chan-
nel would occur. In the example fraction of the XML code,
the input data from channel c0 will be read by actor MP3Dec
and is routed via the hops, Mem1, ProcBus, and Proc.

4. POWER AND PERFORMANCE ESTIMATION

In this section, the automatic generation of an SPPM and
the actual estimation process is presented. Results of apply-
ing this new methodology to a case study where a multimedia
application is mapped onto a state-of-the-art cell phone plat-
form are given in Section 5.

The set of actor-oriented applications is given by a func-
tional SystemC model (cf. Figure 4(a)). This actor-oriented
application model is compiled and linked with a library
providing so called Virtual Processing Components (VPC).
Changing the application models typically requires a recom-
pilation of the function model. The XML configuration file is
read at SystemC’s elaboration phase and is used to configure
VPCs according to the platform characterization, mappings,
and transaction routings (cf. Figure 4(b)). This step requires
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Fig. 4. (a) Application models are mapped to a platform
model (b). (c) Simulation traces are obtained during simula-
tion of the application. (d) Power traces can be computed for
each component and the entire platform. (e) Power governors
use component utilization to select appropriate power states.

no compilation at all, but changing the configuration file and
starting the SystemC simulation again.

4.1. Performance Estimation

A VPC is a SystemC module with an event-based scheduling
interface. VPCs represent components of the platform model
at the granularity of processors, buses, hardware accelerators,
etc. For each component in the platform characterization, a
VPC is generated and a scheduler according to the configu-
ration file is instantiated.

During elaboration of the SystemC application model, the
VPC library is configured with the mapping constraints and,
hence, the estimated computation times for each action and
guard according to the given mapping. This information is
used during simulation to assess the performance (execution
time) of the system. Each time a guard or an action is ac-
tivated during simulation, the guard or action is computed,
respectively. Before consuming or producing any data on the
actor’s ports, the actor will notify the component the actor is

bound to. The actor’s execution is blocked by this notifica-
tion. The component will then add the actor to the ready list
of the associated scheduler. The scheduler decides when an
actor should be scheduled and, thus, computes when the com-
putation time of the guard or action expires. As the interface
between VPC and scheduler is event-based, preemptive and
non-preemptive scheduling policies can be implemented.

An example of the combined functional and timing sim-
ulation is shown in Figure 4. In this figure, the execution of
actor MP3Dec mapped to the Proc component and the actor
PostProc mapped to the DSP component are visualized in
simulated execution time.2 In this example, the MP3Dec ac-
tor has enough input data for execution. Firing the actor in
the application model causes a forwarding of activity events
to the Proc component. Here, the MP3Dec can be executed
several times without preemption, thereby, reading input data
from the memory Mem1 and writing decoded data to mem-
ory Mem2. The delay from computation and communication
is feed back to the application model. This results in delayed
notification of new input data tokens on channel c1 similar
to an interrupt after writing the data. As a consequence, the
actor PostProc is fired around 300µs causing the execution of
its functionality and communication and execution delay sim-
ulation on component DSP. In the period [510µs, 590µs] con-
gestion occurs when MP3Dec and PostProc access the shared
communication buffer on Mem2. During memory access, the
accessing component enters the STALL execution mode. The
entirely filled queue c1 blocks the MP3Dec actor and causes
the component Proc to be in the IDLE execution mode during
the period [710µs, 810µs] until PostProc consumes data.

Communication is handled similarly to computations
(guards and actions) but requires tight synchronization of
the VPCs. In a first step the size of communicated data is
calculated for each channel connected to the corresponding
actor. Afterwards, the delay on each component on the
transaction route is computed using the associated transfer
delays. The simulation of the communication delay, then, is
performed analogously to the computation timing simulation
using VPCs.

4.2. Power Estimation

From the generated simulation traces, it is possible to de-
rive the power consumption of each component in the plat-
form and, hence, for the entire platform (cf. Figure 4(d)).
For this purpose, the periods of being in execution mode
IDLE, STALL, or EXEC are traced and power consumption
is compute accorrding to the selected power state. As an ex-
ample, the Proc component in Figure 4 is in EXEC mode
in the period [60µs, 260µs], in STALL mode in the period
of [510µs, 590µs], and in IDLE state during the period of
[710µs, 810µs].

Together with the configured power consumption values,
a so called power trace can be generated. The resulting power
trace for the MP3 decoding assuming components DSP and
Proc being in the FAST power state is shown in Figure 4(d).

Besides power tracing, the components can switch be-
tween the configured power states (e.g. SLOW, FAST) with

2The execution time would occur when running on the real MP-
SoC platform. In contrast, the simulation time is required by the
SystemC simulation running on a host workstation.
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Table 1. The platform model is given by its components,
abstract power states, and power input values. The power
input is normalized to the power consumed by the processor
in FAST power state and EXEC execution mode.

component power normalized power input transfer
state delay [ns]

EXEC IDLE STALL

Proc FAST 1.00 0.04 0.27 0.83
SLOW 0.17 0.01 0.05 3.33

DSP FAST 0.47 0.08 0.08 3.33
SLOW 0.10 0.02 0.02 6.66

ProcBus FAST 0.24 0.04 0.04 1.66
SLOW 0.08 0.01 0.01 3.33

DSPBus FAST 0.12 0.02 0.02 3.33
SLOW 0.04 0.01 0.01 6.66

Mem1 FAST 0.20 0.02 0.02 1.66
SLOW 0.67 0.01 0.01 3.33

Mem2 FAST 0.12 0.03 0.03 1.66
SLOW 0.04 0.01 0.01 3.33

AudioFE FAST 0 0 0 0
SLOW 0 0 0 0

the help of power governors. Therefore, we distinguish be-
tween local and global governors. Each component is assigned
to a local governor responsible for monitoring the components
average utilization. In our MP3 decoder example, the local
governor implements a hysteresis to select one of the power
states SLOW or FAST. A global governor corresponds to a
power domain: For a fixed set of components, a global gov-
ernor receives the selected power states from their local gov-
ernors and forces a unique power state for all components in
this set. Thus, the global governor is an abstraction of power
management unit.

5. RESULTS

In this case study, we present results from applying our
methodology to a state-of-the-art MPSoC platform for mo-
bile devices. Here, an MP3 decoder is mapped to a given
MPSoC platform. Four different mappings of the MP3
decoder to the platform are evaluated for power and perfor-
mance. The actor-oriented model of the MP3 decoder given
in Figure 3 is written in SystemC. The actor implementation
has been simplified to model the typical data rate occurring
during MP3 decoding. The platform given in Figure 2 is
set up by XML configuration files using the power input
values and transfer delays from Table 1. Here, the power
consumption is normalized to the power consumption caused
by the processor (Proc) in FAST power state and EXEC
state. This case study focuses on modeling of the digital
part of the MPSoC platform. Thus, the power consumption
caused by the Audio Front End is assumed to be constant,
hence it is not modeled here. Four mapping variants used
in this test case are given in Table 2. From an initial sin-
gle processor mapping in the first variant, the actors are
remapped step-by-step to the DSP. Execution times for the
actors depending on the mappings are given in Table 3. For
each mapping variant, the PlayBack actor is mapped to the

Table 2. Four different variants of mapping the actors to the
components are used in the case study.

actor var1 var2 var3 var4

PreProc Proc Proc Proc DSP

MP3Dec Proc Proc DSP DSP

PostProc Proc DSP DSP DSP

PlayBack AudioFE AudioFE AudioFE AudioFE

Table 3. Different execution times are modeled, if the actors
are mapped to the processor or to the DSP.

actor actor execution time [us]

Proc DSP

FAST SLOW FAST SLOW

PreProc 100 400 200 400

MP3Dec 200 800 300 600

PostProc 400 1600 700 1400

Audio Front End and is activated at a constant period in
order to guarantee continuous audio playback. Detecting a
buffer underrun for the PlayBack actor implies violation of
the performance constraints for the MP3 decoding.

The total energy consumption achieved by our high level
power and performance simulation is given in Figure 5.
Decoding of 22080 bytes of data was simulated in order to
compare the energy consumption for the different variants.
Note that the second variant has been used to normalize
the absolute energy consumption for comparison. Here, the
third variant has a minimal energy consumption of 79.2%
compared to the reference variant (var2). The fourth variant
potentially could save more energy, but due to higher usage
of the FAST power state caused by high load on the DSP
the total amount of 79.6% of the energy consumption of the
reference variant is consumed in this test case. Individual
energy consumptions for each component in the MPSoC
platform are given in Figure 6. As expected, the energy
consumption caused by the processor decreases, while the
energy consumption for the DSP increases if more actors
are remapped to the DSP. Energy consumption caused by
buses and memory changes slightly, as the major part of the
energy consumption is caused by the IDLE mode of these
components.

An exemplary trace for power and energy consumption
recorded during simulation of architecture variant 3 is shown
in Figure 7. In the initialization phase, the buffers between
actors are filled up. This results in a high load causing the
power governors to switch from the SLOW power state to the
FAST power state causing a higher power consumption, as
can be seen in Figure 7. Once the buffers are filled, a back-
pressure from the PlayBack actor causes a nearly constant
average load due to periodic activation of the PlayBack actor.
As a result, the platform switches back to the SLOW power
state.
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simulation of the four different architecture variants.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a novel power and performance estimation
methodology for heterogeneous multiprocessor systems-on-
chip has been proposed. We generated system-level power
and performance models based on real world measurements
from existing platforms and the characterization of power
states of all hardware components such as processors, buses,
and memory devices. This allows for power and performance
estimations at the Electronic System Level, where such results
can lead to important design decisions at affordable simula-
tion speed. Strict separation of the system functionality from
its architecture allows assessing different design options with
minimal effort. Moreover, the simulation-based approach en-
ables to even evaluate the effects of dynamic power manage-
ment.
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Fig. 7. The power and energy consumption have been traced
during simulation of MP3 decoding. During the initialization
phase, the governor selects the FAST power state due to high
load.
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